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Puzzle1: There is a well-known story of the
man who invented chess. The local ruler
was so pleased with the invention that he
offered the inventor a great reward in gold.
The inventor suggested an alternative re-
ward: he would get one grain of wheat
on the first square of the chess board, two
grains on the second square, four on the
third, eight on the fourth, etc., doubling the
number of grains each time. The ruler saw
that this must be a much better deal for him,
and accepted. The board has 64 squares.
How many total grains of wheat did the
ruler have to pay the inventor?

http://www.jimloy.com/puzz/wheat.htm

Puzzle2: (Original from Tyler, Modified by
Dr. C)

Four prisoners are placed in a line so that #1
can not see the others, #2 can only see #1,
#3 can see #2 and #1, and #4 can see all
the others. The warden then secretly places
a hat on each prisoner and then makes the
following announcement. “I have placed ei-
ther a black hat or a white hat on each of
your heads. There is at least one hat of each
color. The first person to tell me the color of
his or her hat will be set free."

If you were one of the prisoners, which one
would you want to be? Why?

Mathematician of the Day

Joseph Bertrand, 1822-1900 (France)

• Joseph Bertrand was appointed professor at the ÃL’cole Poly-
technique in 1856 and, in 1862, he also became professor at
the CollÃ́lge de France.

• In 1845 Bertrand conjectured that there is at least one prime
number between n and 2n−2 for every n > 3. This conjecture
was later proved in 1930.

• Bertrand worked on differential geometry and probability the-
ory.

• His book Calcul des probabilitiÃl’s contains a paradox on con-
tinuous probabilities now known as Bertrand’s paradox.

Info From: http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Mathematicians/Bertrand.html



Notes

Homework: Read 4.1, 4.2, 4.3; Begin reading Chapter 3

Outline

Cartesian Products

Relations

- Domain

- Range

- Properties


